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ADAC Center 
Update...The Beat 
Goes On...Faster And 
Evermore Faster
By: Church Kee, ADAC Executive Director, and Seth Campbell, 

ADAC CRA

Is it March already?  The last of 2018 and the first two 
months of 2019 have been simply a blur for the ADAC team.  In 
association with the impactful November 30th, 2018 
earthquake, the Center needed to postpone the planned third 
December 5th-6th Annual meeting in December.  While 
“shaken, but not stirred,” the Center still managed to support 
the Wilson Center “Arctic and U.S. National Security Summit” in 
Washington D.C. and sprinted through the rest of December by 
steadily executing approved research in accordance with 
ADAC’s approved Year 5 workplan.  ADAC also said goodbye to 

our former Education and Administrative Manager (EAM) Malla 
Kukkonen and completed ADAC Fellowships for several 
long-serving students with the Center.

Since late in December, ADAC has added a slew of new 
students to start off Spring Semester 2019 (now at 16 active 
Fellows and counting).  We have worked to advance new 
research projects from accepted proposal to acceptable 
workplan from our Arctic IoNS 2017 research workshop and 
patiently conducted transition activities for completing 
investigations, to include a perfect completion of planned 
research for Dr. Carol Janzen and her team on “AIS-PAC.”  While 
coordination with DHS S&T UP and USCG was affected by the 
35 day partial government shutdown, ADAC stayed at full 
throttle on prior approved activities and lead the planning and 
execution of the Alaskan Command Arctic Senior Leader 
Summit 2019 at Ft McNair, Washington D.C.  February was an 
even bigger blur for ADAC as the Center: 

• Interviewed and selected our new EAM Ellee Matthews.
• Submitted our mid-year report.
• Prepared a Year 5 program change request.
• Initiated our next Arctic IoNS workshop (planned for April 

and May 2019).
• Synchronized new project leaders to USCG Project 

Champions.
• Conducted a comprehensive review with USCG District 17 in 

Juneau.
• And submitted biennial review materials to continue our 

LRAUV and ICECON projects.

We now look forward to March advancements by:

• Creating the Program Year 6 workplan.
• Preparing for our Arctic IoNS workshop.
• Organizing our rescheduled Annual Meeting (now planned 

for April 11-12 at HQ USCG).
• And advancing our Arctic Summer Intern Project at Point 

Barrow, Alaska.

In sum, by June 30 2019, it may be said that ADAC has 
come close to a proverbial “4 minute mile” work pace for most, 
if not all...of Program Year 5.
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Sarah Gering, University of Alaska Anchorage, Biology

Elizabeth Matthews, University of Alaska Anchorage, ADAC Education 
and Administrative Manager
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Welcome 
Elizabeth 
Matthews
ADAC’s new 
Education and 
Administrative 
Manager
By: Elizabeth Matthews and 

Communications Team

Starting in mid February, 

ADAC is glad to welcome Ms. 

Ellee Matthews to the Center’s 

team.  With the departure of 

Malla Kukkonen in December, 

ADAC has been looking for 

someone to fill the role of 

Education and Administrative 

Manager.  Malla was a joy to 

have around and we are grateful 

for the contributions she made, but the Center is glad to see she has found 
new opportunities.

Matthews’ primary mission with ADAC is to provide educational and 
administrative management to the Center’s Fellowship and Internship 
programs, while also assisting with the management and coordination of 
events, workshops, publications, and externally funded ADAC projects.

A born and raised Alaskan, Ellee joins ADAC after completing her Masters 
of Science in Environment & Development at the University of Edinburgh, 
Scotland.  There, her studies focused on the resilience of Alaska’s coastal 
communities related to the complex issues of a changing Arctic, as well as 
climate-related disaster risk reduction strategies in a global context.  Prior to 
completing her graduate degree, Ellee worked at Make-A-Wish Alaska & 
Washington as the Wish & Administrative Coordinator.  With an 
interdisciplinary background, Ellee brings experience in writing, research, 
project management, and administration to advance the development of the 
Center.

As a lifelong Alaskan, Ellee is extremely passionate about the Arctic, and 
the rich conglomeration of natural, cultural, and social characteristics that the 
region holds.  By stewarding the next generation of Arctic scientists through 
the management of ADAC’s Education Programs, Ellee seeks to increase the 
knowledge, strength, and resiliency of the Arctic domain.  ADAC looks forward 
to seeing the skills and expertise that Matthews will bring to the Center. 

Student Spotlight:  
Sarah Gering
By: Sarah Gering and Communications Team

Sarah Gering started as a graduate Fellow with ADAC in January of 2019 
as a first-year master’s student at the University of Alaska Anchorage working 
toward a degree in biological sciences.  Her master’s research focuses on 
studying microbial physiology within Arctic ground squirrels, animals native to 
the Arctic and considered the most extreme out of all hibernators.

Sarah is drawn to the Arctic, saying it is “a fascinating and dynamically 
changing environment” that she sees as an intriguing part of the world that 
hosts a plethora of opportunity.  It can enable researchers to develop a 
broader understanding of the challenges that climate change presents, so 
that society can adapt and overcome these challenges while preserving the 
mystique and value of the great North.

ADAC’s principal investigator, Dr. Douglas Causey, recruited Sarah after he 
learned about her unique background as a United States Marine coupled with 
her current skill set as a biologist.  Sarah’s rare combination of military and 
scientific skill sets offer her insight into the realms of national security, 

research, and academia.  Along with her fascination with both Arctic 
research and Alaska’s future, Sarah’s experience and goals align 

perfectly with ADAC’s mission.

Within her first week at ADAC, she hit the ground running by 
supporting the team effort with the Arctic Senior Leadership 

Summit in Washington D.C.  This was eye opening for her as 

she quickly learned that 
military leaders 
consider the Arctic of 
great importance and 
are actively seeking to 
bolster their capabilities 
in the region.  She has 
continued to work hard 
for the Center 
contributing to a 
comprehensive 
literature review for the 
upcoming workshop, 
Arctic IoNS 2019, and is 
currently writing an 
Arctic shipping 
feasibility report for the 
state.

Sarah is thrilled to 
participate with ADAC 
and fully supports its mission to facilitate Arctic-driven research for operators 
in Alaska while bringing together experts that expand Arctic domain 
awareness.  She does not know exactly what is in store for her career, but she 
dreams of eventually pursuing her own research direction and being a leader 
in education, while serving as a role model for veterans and first-generation 
college students.  She looks forward to continued collaboration with ADAC and 
building her professional portfolio.  Sarah ultimately envisions building an 
interdisciplinary team that can contribute to addressing and advocating 
science in the Arctic.
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ADAC: Advancing 
Important Studies and 
Strategic Analysis in the 
Arctic
Preserving and Protecting U.S. National 
Interests 
By: Church Kee, ADAC Executive Director, and Seth Campbell, ADAC CRA

Over the course of the past couple of years, ADAC has steadily advanced 
into the forum of investigating and advancing understanding of the U.S. 
national security interests in the Arctic region.  As an Arctic Nation, the United 

States has specific national 
interests.  These interests 
include protection of 
American citizens in the 
Arctic region and 
preservation of sovereign 
U.S. territory.  In turn, 
preservation of sovereign 
U.S. territory encompasses 
the maritime approaches 
to the shorelines in Alaska; 
protection of marine 
mammals, fisheries, and 
mineral wealth in U.S. 
waters; and securing our 
national boundaries.  As 
the Arctic sea ice 
environment continues to 
diminish, the security land 
and sea scape of the Arctic 
region will continue to 
sharpen and the 
associated U.S. national 

interests will likely advance in concert with overall rises in human activity 
across the circumpolar north.

Through creating convening events, specifically ADAC’s “Medium and Long 
Term Environment” (MaLTE) workshops, the Center has advanced unique 
knowledge products that address Arctic security.  These include ADAC’s “Arctic 
2030+” workshop hosted at the Arctic Interchange at UAF in May 2017, “Arctic 
in the distant future…gaining Alaskan Native insights to challenges anticipated 
across Maritime and Coastal Regions” hosted at UAF Northwest Campus in 
March 2018, and “Canada-U.S. Arctic Maritime and Environmental Security” 
conducted at UAA in September 2018.  In addition to these efforts, ADAC has 
directly supported Alaskan Command (a sub-unified command reporting the 
United States Northern Command) in hosting their Arctic Maritime Symposium 
in August 2018 at Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson and their Arctic Senior 
Leader Summit 2019 at National Defense University, Ft McNair, Washington 
D.C.  Lastly, ADAC has participated at a number of events which have 
advanced important policy discussions on Arctic security.  These events 
include: 

• Canada-U.S. Regional Border Security workshop at Yukon College, White 
Horse in June 2017

• an update to the U.S. Coast Guard “High Latitude Studies” in July 2017
• “Maritime Security-West” conference in Seattle, Washington in September 

2017
• Maritime & Arctic Security and Safety Conference in St Johns, 

Newfoundland in November 2017
• the Patuxent Defense Forum at St Mary’s College, Maryland in December 

2017
• “Optech North” at Halifax, Nova Scotia
• “Implementing Canada’s Arctic Priorities for Strong, Secure and Engaged” 

at Canadian Forces College, Ottawa in October 2018
•    Lastly, ADAC was privileged to support the Wilson Center’s Polar Institute 

for “The Arctic and U.S. National Security” in December 2018

As ADAC advances further into the Center’s program Year 5, ADAC leaders 
and researchers alike will continue to advance expert studies and analysis to 
support improved understanding to create improved strategies and policies to 
better protect associated U.S. national Arctic interests.

Alaska Day 2019
By: Church Kee, ADAC Executive Director

ADAC was honored to support the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) in 

their hosting of “Alaska Day 2019” on 16-17 January 2019, downtown 

Washington D.C.  As their website relays, AFN is “the largest statewide Native 

organization in Alaska, AFN represents more than 140,000 Native peoples – 

about one out of every five Alaskans. Formed in 1966 to settle land claims, 

AFN continues to be the principal forum and voice of Alaska Natives in 

addressing critical issues of public policy and government.”1

When ADAC hosted the “Canada-U.S. Arctic Maritime and Environmental 

Security” workshop in September 2018, the Center was privileged to listen 

and learn from AFN President Julie Kitka as she related the strategic concerns 

and opportunities important to the Alaska Native community across the 

Alaskan Arctic.  As the host of “Alaska Day 2019,” President Kitka and her 

staff organized an exceptional event involving: the Alaska Congressional 

Delegation of Senator Sullivan, Senator Murkowski, and Representative 

Young; the Secretary of Veterans Affairs Wilke; military leaders from as the 

Commanders of U.S. Northern Command and Alaskan Command; industry, 

academic, and native leaders from across Alaska; and even international 

interlocutors in indigenous reconciliation from Peru.  ADAC’s Research 

Director, Dr. Hinzman and Executive Director Kee, were honored to 

present in this forum and advance collaboration between the Center 

and an array of Alaska Arctic native leaders.

1 - “Enhancing and promoting the cultural, economic and political voice of the Alaska Native 
community” on https://www.nativefederation.org/
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March 2019
• March 14:  ADAC Quarterly Review

• March 21:  ADAC Customers and Partners Roundtable

April 2019
• April 11-12:  ADAC rescheduled Annual Meeting, Ray Evans Room 

Headquarters U.S. Coast Guard, Washington D.C.

 ► Confirmed guest speakers:  Commandant of USCG, Admiral Karl Schultz, 

Mr Bryan, Mr Burns, SES Emerson and SES Tulis

• April 18-19:  Arctic IoNS Advance Consultation, UAF NW Campus, Nome

• April 25-26:  Arctic Encounter Symposium Seattle

May 2019
• May 4:  Anchorage Arctic Research Day. Anchorage Museum

• May 20-22: Arctic IoNS 2019 at Lucy Cuddy Hall, UAA

• May 23:  “Atmospheric and Oceanic Forecast” support of Arctic IoNS, at Lucy 

Cuddy Hall, UAA

June 2019
• June 5-6:  ADAC hosting Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee 

(IARPC) Annual meeting, UAA Consortium Library

• June 10-15:  ASIP Anchorage Week

• June 15-29:  ASIP at Point Barrow

• June 25-26:  ADAC’s planned student-focused MaLTE workshop in planned 

partnership with IIisaġvik College at Pt Barrow

Upcoming Program
Year 5 Events

ADAC’s Mission
The Arctic Domain Awareness Center, led by the University of 

Alaska, develops and transitions technology solutions, innovative 
products, and educational programs to improve situational awareness 
and crisis response capabilities related to emerging maritime challenges posed by the 
dynamic Arctic environment.

Contact Information
Center News is presented quarterly by the Arctic Domain Awareness Center. Please 

provide feedback or questions via any of the following contact points:

3211 Providence Dr.
BOC3 Suite 120
Anchorage, AK, 99508

Website: adac.uaa.alaska.edu
Email: uaa.adac@uaa.alaska.edu
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“On-course/on-speed” 
AIS-PAC...a perfect 
touchdown!
By: Church Kee, ADAC Executive Director

   In December we congratulated Dr. Carol Janzen, Alaska Ocean 
Observation System and her team in completing and transitioning the 
“Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying in a 
Rapidly Changing Arctic” research endeavors on schedule and on 
budget.  Now known as Automated Information Systems - Prioritized 
for Arctic Charting (AIS-PAC), Carol and her team transferred a 5-year 
record of AIS data in an application-ready format (geotiffs) to 
NOAA-OCS for input to the NOAA-OCS Hydrographic Health Model.  
Geotiffs are a knowledge product utilized by NOAA in planning where 
to conduct surveys.  This provides NOAA bathymetric survey planners 
necessary information that will drive Arctic and Coastal Alaska survey 
priorities, based on traffic analysis.  Please check out the 
accomplishments of Dr. Janzen and her team at the AOOS AIS-PAC 
Project Webpage: http://aoos.org/ais-4-bathy/


